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Lesson 9, Part 3 

 

For Part Three of this lesson on recording harmony, I have a couple of demos that I did using the 

same techniques we just learned; one of those to sing nine parts of a popular tune, and one to be a 

one-person band. First, let's look at something I did after seeing an episode of Glee last year, love 

that show. I wanted to try singing just the intro to the Queen song "Fat Bottom Girls". It was a song 

that they did on that episode. So I did exactly what we just did in Part Two of this lesson, except 

that instead of singing each of the three parts twice, I sang them three times for a total of nine tracks 

of vocals. You'll see that in Track view you can't even see them all unless you really scrunch them 

down tiny, but down here in the Mixer view, you can see them all pretty easily. So once you get 

over a certain number of tracks, it becomes easier to see them down here in this screen. 

 

So I did the same process: I put one track in, I sang the part, and I put a second track in, I sang the 

same part again, I put a third track in, I sang the same part again. So if we solo the first part, you 

can hear... 

 

[music] 

 

It's not all that gorgeous all by itself, is it? If you add in all three parts together... 

 

[music] 

 

Sounds pretty cool. Then if you add in the other harmonies, it'll sound even better. Let me just 

explain something about the panning here. You'll notice that I panned the first part, which I sang 

three times, I panned them a little bit to separate them in the sound stage. 15% left, 15% right, and 

one dead center. And then I wanted to really mix up the other harmonies. So the middle harmony, 

two of them went off to the right and one of them went off to the left, and then the same thing with 

the low harmony. To keep it balanced, two of them went off to the left and one of them went off to 

the right to blend everything together. So just to hear then what the second part sounds like, if you 

listen to just one of them... 

 

[music] 

 

And then if you listen to those all together, you get the idea. 

 

[music] 

 

You hear how two of them are on the right and one is on the left? Same thing is true then for the last 

harmony part, the low harmony. 

 

[music] 

 

And now to hear everything all together, you get this:  

 

[music] 

 

Pretty sweet, right? So there's a demo with nine different vocal parts to it. I also talked about a 
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demo showing how to be a one-person band. Granted, it's a very simple band, but the concepts are 
the same as you add instruments in. So what I'm gonna do is open up the project for Helplessly 

Hoping, which is a cover I did of a Crosby, Stills & Nash song. The first track I did was the guitar, 

so I just set up that and started recording. 

 

[music] 

 

So that track, even when the singing starts, see... 

 

[music] 

 

There's the singing. The guitar track won't have any singing on it; it's gonna be guitar all the way 

through. 

 

[music] 

 

Okay. So once the guitar track was done, I started adding vocals. Since I haven't turned the master 

track down yet, I wanted to do that with you watching. It clipped 'cause I had everything playing, so 

let me come back to solo the first vocal track. By the way, I added Reverb to these tracks in a 

different program before I brought them in, but you would add Reverb the same way we did in Part 

Two, using the Reverb effect here. But anyway, here's what the melody sounds like:  

 

[music] 

 

Okay. And I am going to keep that one panned dead center. Right now, they're all panned dead 

center. I just did one track of each part this time, didn't double or triple track anything, so there's 

only three tracks of vocals, one for each part. Here's the second one:  

 

[music] 

 

There's that Reverb I told you about. And then the low harmony sounded something like this:  

 

[music] 

 

And then when you listen to that all together, it's gonna be a little bit too loud for the master track, 

so let's just see how loud. 

 

[music] 

 

You can see that it clipped there, so let's take that down by about 3 DB. Maybe 4. 

 

[music] 

 

Alright. Now, I'm noticing that the harmonies need to be turned down a little bit in comparison to 

the melody, so I am going to mix those. I'm either gonna use these volume sliders here, or you can 

use the ones in the mixer track. So let's take those down by about five, and let's mute the guitar. 

 

[music] 
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I like that mix better. So I am going to add the guitar back in. And one other thing now is everything 

is panned dead center. So I'm going to pan the harmonies a little bit. I'll take the high harmony and 

pan it about 75% to the left, and then I'll take the low harmony and pan it about 75% to the right. 

Now take a listen. 

 

[music] 

 

And that's how Crosby, Stills & Nash recorded it. If you were gonna do a more complex song, you 

could add a drum track or several tracks with drums. You could add bass, you could add piano, and 

the list goes on. In the next lesson, we'll take a look at how to create harmonies using a harmony 

effect plug-in. See you then.  


